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daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 08/07/2009 :  16:57:28  

One for you Cor, though you probably already know

More names Stockholm pride.

On Wednesday evening Jill Johnsson will join in on a Dusty Springfield
tribute project in Pride park. On Friday evening, 90's night, you can see
E-type and Pandora among others and on Saturday evening Andrès
Esteche will be one of the attending artists.
http://www.stockholmpride.org/2009/Artister/lista/Dusty-Springfield-
tribut/

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 08/07/2009 :  17:54:54    

You have to love that photo of Dusty! LOL

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 08/07/2009 :  18:34:04    

I've started a thread on that somewhere, probably while you were on
holiday... 

Lol... not the most iconic picture they could find!  Caption, someone?

Marc Almond is coming too, btw.

Cor xx

"You can never have enough hats, gloves and shoes"
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Edited by - Corinna on 08/07/2009 18:34:52

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 08/07/2009 :  18:37:22  

Sorry Cor, I must have missed the thread but I did think that this
couldn't possibly have slipped your notice

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 08/07/2009 :  18:59:16    

Caption: No matter what your size boys, you're welcome at Stockholm
Pride. 

 Sorry I couldn't resist--it was the first thing that came to mind. 

I'm going to blame it on John, Will, and Brian. 

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 08/07/2009 :  19:24:06    

Oh Nancy!!!! You were thinking along the same lines!!! My caption
would be -

"John, you think that's BIG?"

lol ;)

Will 

"..a voice on the travelling wind and a glimpse of a face at morning.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 09/07/2009 :  02:59:41  

Oh you are both naughty  Actually nothing could have been further

from my mind!!

xx
Kathy

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 09/07/2009 :  07:46:10    

Caption: "Never ask a man to guide you into a small parking lot. They'd
tell you this is 10 inches!" 

Cor xx

"You can never have enough hats, gloves and shoes"

Corinna
Forum Admin

Posted - 27/07/2009 :  20:46:02    
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Sweden
6080 Posts

The articles are coming in... the tribute is on Wednesday. Though you
won't understand much, it's always nice to see a Dusty pic in the daily
paper. 

http://www.pastan.nu/merpastan/stockholm-pride-2009-onsdag-29-
augusti-1.919096

Cor xx

"You can never have enough hats, gloves and shoes"

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 27/07/2009 :  22:01:59  

I thought that was the caption..LOL.. 'Marc Almond is coming too,
btw'

I was thinking that's not very kind!

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 27/07/2009 :  22:18:21    

Two of my all time fave songs - "Hand Over My Heart" and "Say Hello
Wave Goodbye".. Marc Almond is FAB.
I *so* envy you, Corinna! I hope you have a really really wonderful
time xxx

Will 

"..a voice on the travelling wind and a glimpse of a face at morning.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

paula
Moderator

USA
5012 Posts

Posted - 28/07/2009 :  02:59:54  

Stockholm really knows how to do it up right...have fun,Cor.

paula x

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 28/07/2009 :  14:17:10    

I really look forward to tomorrow and the tribute concert! 

One more article (with nice pic ): http://sydsvenskan.se/kultur-och-

nojen/article525244/Dusty-nostalgi.html

Memphis:  No, not a nice caption! 

Cor xx

"You can never have enough hats, gloves and shoes"

brokenblossom
Little by little

Posted - 28/07/2009 :  20:29:37  

Have fun Corinna  I'm sure you will.
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United Kingdom
587 Posts

Clare
x

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 30/07/2009 :  18:12:08    

Thanks for your messages, everyone! It's been a marvelous tribute
concert, and I'm still smiling. 

The weather was fabulous, the crowd was enormous, and the artists
were at their best, giving it all for Dusty! Some of you may remember
the review I posted last autumn about the tribute concert "An evening
with Dusty Springfield", and the 12-piece backing band and the artists
were similar, though even more, and among them several of Sweden's
most popular artists.

The concert started with IOWTBWY, and continued with a string of
Dusty's hits (in no particular order cause I didn't take notes), Losing
you, Breakfast in bed, IJDKWTDWM, YDHTSYLM, The look of love,
Yesterday when I was young, I don't want to hear it anymore,
Son of a preacher man, I can't make it alone, The windmills of
your mind, In private, WHIDTDT and the surprising choice What's it
gonna be. The evening was concluded by the early demo version of
Don't forget about me. It's possible that I've forgotten a song or
two, the concert lasted for 1.5 hours, and consisted of one highlight
after another. 

Here are some of the artists (taken from the net, cause I didn't take
any pics myself):

Rebecca Törnqvist

Anna Maria Espinosa

Titiyo

Cor xx

"You can never have enough hats, gloves and shoes"

Will
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 30/07/2009 :  18:19:58    
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United Kingdom
7603 Posts

It sounds like a seriously good evening, Cor - so glad you were there
and that you enjoyed it so much :)

Will 

"..a voice on the travelling wind and a glimpse of a face at morning.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 30/07/2009 :  19:03:45    

It was, Will, and I wish you could all have been there!

Here's a picture of Pride Park, to give you an idea of the size. It's a
football field that's converted for Pride Week. The main scene (where
the Dusty tribute took place) has the brightest lightning. 

Pride is all over town, though. There's Pride Garden and the Pride
Seminar Centre in the middle of town, so you'd have to be blind and
deaf to miss Pride. 

Cor xx

"You can never have enough hats, gloves and shoes"

Tim
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3422 Posts

Posted - 30/07/2009 :  22:31:58    

I was about to post wish we could have been too when your post
came up 

LOL - it looks great x

'I still like Daffy Duck. Can't think of anyone I like better. Actually
that's who I'm having an affair with. Difficult but rewarding!'

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 30/07/2009 :  22:52:19  

I think it's wonderful that Dusty gets honoured in such a way. Good on
Sweden

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 31/07/2009 :  01:51:43  

Sounds like a wonderful tribute to Dusty, Cor and I was surprised to
hear less well known songs of Dusty's were played such as I don't want
to hear it any more etc which is great. What a great use for a football
field!! Well done Stockholm and the pride organisers. 

xx
Kathy

Will
Wasn't born to follow

Posted - 31/07/2009 :  09:50:26    

I agree - well done, Stockholm!!
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United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Will 

"..a voice on the travelling wind and a glimpse of a face at morning.."

Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com
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